Demco SideQuest saddle tanks systems are the industry leader. The SideQuest mounting design and location provide excellent operator visibility, reduce stress to the tractor, and deliver performance for your farming operation. SideQuest is the product to consider when applying fertilizer while planting. Add a Demco 3 point mounted boom for efficient, cost effective spraying. Demco SideQuest is a high quality, unique product designed to help improve efficiency and effectiveness in the field.

**SIDE TRACTOR MOUNTS**

- Two 600 gallon high capacity side mount tanks with 16” fillwell. Delivers excellent front to rear weight distribution ratio (25% front: 75% rear). Extended rear axle spindle mount allows weight to be shifted to the rear, relieving stress on the tractor’s front axle and chassis. Units will fit on tractors with or without front duals. Rear duals are required.
- Better visibility - tanks are mounted longitudinal for superb visibility.
- Transport width - 30” Row Spacing (16’ 11”) when straddle duals are set on 120” centers
- Transport width - 36” Row Spacing (18’ 11”) when straddle duals are set on 144” centers
- Flanged fittings provide leak free plumbing

**SIDE TRACTOR MOUNTS**

- Two 350 or 500 gallon high capacity side mount tanks with 16” fillwell. Delivers excellent front to rear weight distribution ratio (25% front: 75% rear). Extended rear axle spindle mount allows weight to be shifted to the rear, relieving stress on the tractor’s front axle and chassis. Units will fit on tractors with or without front duals. Rear duals are required.
- Better visibility - tanks are mounted longitudinal for superb visibility.
- Roll-away jack stands - for easy installation and removal (optional)
- Transport width - 40” Row Spacing (16’ 4”) when straddle duals are set on 120” centers
- Flanged fittings provide leak free plumbing

**TRACK TRACTOR MOUNTS**

- Two 500 gallon high capacity side mount tanks with 16” fillwell.
- Better visibility - tanks are mounted longitudinal for superb visibility
- 21-23” of ground clearance
- 17’-2” transport width

**4WD ARTICULATING TRACTOR MOUNTS**

- Two 600 gallon high capacity side mount tanks with 16” fillwell.
- Better visibility - tanks are mounted longitudinal for superb visibility.
- 21-23” of ground clearance
- 17’-2” transport width
Quick Tach Sprayers

Quality, strength, durability – these are the words used when talking about Demco saddle tank systems. Demco is an experienced provider of saddle tanks in the farming industry. When you are considering new saddle tanks – think Demco!

**Side Mount Tank Units**

For Mechanical Front Wheel Drive Tractors

- Demco’s slim-line polyethylene tanks come in two sizes: 200 or 250 gallon capacities. These tanks feature a dual jet agitator, sump, molded sight gauge and fillwell with a no-splash cover.
- Demco Quick Tach brackets come with saddles, tank bands, carrier brackets and all necessary bolts for complete installation.
- The undercarriage is bolted to the tractor and can remain on the tractor while the tanks can be removed quickly and easily.
- Transport width: 16’

**Side Mount Tank Units**

For Standard Two Wheel Drive Tractors

- Demco’s slim-line polyethylene tanks come in two sizes: 200 or 250 gallon. Tanks feature a dual jet agitator, sump, molded sight gauge and fillwell with a no-splash cover.
- Demco “Quick Tach” brackets come with saddles, tank bands, carrier brackets and all necessary bolts for complete installation. The undercarriage is bolted to the tractor and can remain on the tractor while the tanks can be removed quickly and easily. The heavy duty brackets allow you to carry a total of 400 or 500 gallons.
- Transport width: 14’

**Inline Tank Units**

For Mechanical Front Wheel Drive Tractors

- The Demco inline tanks are available in two sizes: 200 or 300 gallon capacities. They feature dual jet agitation, sump, molded sight gauge and fillwell with no-splash cover. The 300 gallon tank has a poly baffle.
- High clearance brackets allow for approximately 30” of ground clearance.
- Demco’s centrifugal plumbing kits feature single section or three section electric controls.
- Transport width: 16’ 6”

**4WD Articulating Tractor Units**

- Two 300 gallon tanks. They feature dual jet agitation, sump, molded sight gauge and 12” fillwell with no-splash cover.
- High clearance brackets include saddles, tank bands, carrier brackets and all necessary bolts for a complete installation.
- 22-25” of ground clearance.
- 15’ transport width.
3 POINT SPRAYERS

RMLE SERIES SPRAYERS - 300, 400, & 500 GALLON
The Demco RMLE Series sprayers are 3 point mounted sprayers available in capacities of 300, 400, or 500 gallons. The RMLE Series sprayers are an excellent choice to be your primary sprayer or a secondary sprayer to go with your self-propelled unit.

• 300, 400 or 500 gallon tank with jet agitation, molded sight gauge, sump and fillwell with no-splash cover.
• Rear mount brackets are complete with saddles, tank straps and all necessary bolts.
• Category "2" or "3" rear mount brackets may be used with "Quick Attach" three point hookup.
• Large, convenient platform with safety rail and ladder for easy filling of the tank.
• Retractable, built-in ground stand for storage when empty.
• A clean water tank is conveniently mounted on the rear mount unit.
• Available with three section electric controls for boom spraying.

RM SERIES SPRAYERS - 150 & 200 GALLON
The Demco RM Series sprayers are 3 point mounted sprayers available in capacities of 150 or 200 gallons. Many different boom and pump options are available so that you can have this sprayer equipped to best meet your needs. This high quality sprayer is perfect for spot spraying or spraying smaller fields and pastures.

• 150 or 200 gallon tank with jet agitation, molded sight gauge, sump, fillwell with no-splash cover.
• Rear mount brackets are complete with saddles, tank bands and all necessary bolts.
• Rear mount brackets will fit categories “1” and “2”.
• Unit may be used with a “Quick Attach” three point hookup.
• Non-retractable built-in ground stand for storage when empty.
• Hypro® 8 roller PTO pump (C7560D) will deliver 22 GPM at 1000 RPM, 12 GPM at 540 RPM and 300 PSI max.
• 21’, 30’ and 40’ Truss-T booms feature vertical and horizontal boom breakaway, no drip diaphragm check nozzles spaced at 20’.
• Handgun with 25’ of hose (optional)

RM SERIES SPRAYERS - 600 GALLON
The new Demco 600 gallon rear mounted sprayer is just the type of unique product you can expect from Demco to help meet the needs of your farming operation. The design and placement of the tank allows this high capacity 3-point sprayer to mount closer to the tractor. The tank has a sump for superior product clean-out and drainage.

• 600 gallon tank with 16 inch fillwell, jet agitation, molded sight gauge, and large centered drainage sump.
• Category "3" or "4" rear mount brackets may be used with "Quick Attach" three point hookup.
• Large, convenient platform with safety rail and ladder for easy filling of the tank.
• Retractable, built-in ground stand for storage when empty.
• A clean water tank is conveniently mounted on the rear mount unit.
• Available with 45, 60, 66 or 80/90’ front fold booms
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